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Announcement
A Note on the Reprint: D'Arcy Ferris and the Bidford
Morris
The early history of the morris re vi val is peppered w ith individuals of
high character and great fervor . D' Arcy Ferris w as one of those
people.
A scholar, patriot, performer, and romantic, Ferris's
enthusiasm for old English c ustoms helped pave the way for the
English folk re vival we inherited.
Our thanks to Malcolm Taylor, librarian of the Vaughn Williams
Library at Cecil Sharp House, for his time and suggestions which led
us to this article. In addition, our thanks to Roy Judge, the author,
for his permission to reprint the article, and to Julia C. Bishop, editor
of Folk Music Journal, published by the English Folk Dance and Song
Society, for her permission to publish this as a reprint. Thanks are
also due to Jennifer Cutting and Sharon McKinley of the Library of
Congress for their assistance in producing this reprint for North
American publication.
Information on subscribing to the Folk Music Journal is provided on
the back cover of the reprint issue .
Sally Lackman and Louise A. Neu, editors

For all of you who have been wondering about the alleged
disappearance of t he A merican Morris Newsletter, this is t he official
word. This issue, Volume 18, No .3, as y ou know, is long overdue.
This will be the final issue under the editorship of Sally Lackman and
Louise Neu . It has been a wonderful experience getting to know more
about the Morris community, including ne w information and new
people. However, due to many changes in both our lives, we will no
longer be participating in putting together this publication.
We are pleased to announce that the new editors of AM N w ill be
Jocelyn Reynolds, Alisa Dodson and Allen Dodson. W e look forward
to many years of fine editions by this special trio. Many of you already
know them and what they will bring to AMN through their fine
scholarship and love of the music and the dance. We hope you will
continue your support of A MN through your subscription, team news,
ideas, and articles. Look for updated contact information in t he next
issue, due out in March 1996. Also, please note that all paid
subscriptions will be extended to include the actual number of issues
for w hich you originally paid.
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ON THE 'REMEMBRANCE' OF THE NEW M ORRIS
AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SENSE OF PLACE
Richard Gregson
Squire of Fenstanton Morris and Remembrancer of Mirkmere Morris

There are an increasing number of new morris dances around today, a
trend that can only be applauded, but how many of them will outlast
the dancing careers of their creators? Some will, of course, because
they are so wonderful, but the vast majority will flame briefly in the
firmament of the local morris team before subsiding into a decent, and
soon to be forgotten, retirement. Yet many of these new morris dances
are equally as worthy of fame and fortune as are the "traditional'
dances notated in Lionel Bacon's compendium and other sources .
Some of them are even outstanding but will soon be lost. It often
seems that new morris dances are abandoned or forgotten, not
because they are not good dances, but because somehow they don't
"matter" as much as the old ones. I would like to propound a theory of
why this should be and how it may, perhaps, be overcome.
The single thing that the traditional dances possess and new ones do
not is a physical place of origin.We, and our audiences if we talk to
them, can relate the traditional dances to a particular village at a
particular time and in some cases, even put names to the old dancers .
We can find out who was the landlord at the village pub and whoh was
the landowner for whom the dancers worked. The old dances come
with an assorted rag-bag of historical associations and a sense of place
that make them more meaningful to the average person than some new
whizzo creation - be it ever so good. They have "history" attached.
Unfortunately this results in the same Old Traditional stuff being
ground out year after year while some excellent new material is soon
forgotten because we, the performers, don't feel it is as important
(whatever that means) as the late Victorian material from Fieldtown,
etc . This is not conducive to the furtherance of the concept of morris
as a living and evolving tradition .
The morris is an entertainment. A fundamental part of the process of
entertaining is to grasp the imagination of the audience. It is not just
to show them clever steps and movements and play them jolly music
but to weave around them a sense of involvement with the morris as
an entity. To tell them a story. With the old dances our audiences (and
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the dancers too) can become involved personall y. They can imagine the
dancers back in the old village performing the same dances they are
w atching and thus feel that they are partaking in the furtherance of the
tradition. But if we only ever give them the old dances then they are
really just maintaining a museum exhibit, giving it a little life for another
season. No, the new morris has got to acquire and develop its own
traditions and sources, and be able to tell its own story to the world 
only th en will it become true morris that people other than its creators
wish to keep and perform as it thing of val ue.
I believe that part of the problem is that much of the new morris is
conceived merely as something physical, as just a dance with no
attempt to put into a social and geographical context. I have been
involved in a project for some years now that has tried to reverse this
process. First came the creation of the place to which the new dances
were to belong. This place was peopled (albeit in a fairly
tongue-in-cheek manner) and gradually the dances themselves were
"remembered" and evolved until they became performable. The dances
have their own stories and places in the histories of the village and
have a meaning for the villagers to whom they belong. They have a
sense of place. Don't misunderstand me - not all of these dances are
of a world class standard, if any of them are. But then, how many of
the old dances if looked at critically are so brilliant that they simply
have to be danced? The important thing is that the new dance tradition
grows alongside the memory of its social traditions and gradually starts
to mean something to its performers beyond just being "fun." It has
acquired its own story and a reality beyond the mere steps of the
dance. In other words, to create new morris dances that will stand in
people's affections alongside the old morris, we must deliberately break
down the barriers between myth and reality . We have to believe in our
new morris.
To the north of the town of Huntington in the County of
. Cambridgeshire, England, are the flat fenlands, once an area of marsh
and mystery but now richly agricultural. Between the villages of Pidley,
Warboys, and Somersham lies a low and isolated triangle of rarely
visited land wherein is to be found the village of Mirkmere-in-the-Fen
reached by a single, hard to locate road starting at Mirkstone's Gibbet
just outside Pidley, and going through the hamlet of Mirkmere Parva
before emerging in the village square of Mirkmere proper ("One road in
and one road out,and nought but mud for miles about" as the ancient
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ball'ad puts it. Mirkmere sits on the side of the Little Ouse river, and is
centred upon a square containing a gilded Victorian bandstand, several
shops, and the Lame Duck public house where tine weary traveller and
dancer may purchase a pint of Fuddles Fine Fined Ales (we recom mend
their Brightest and Best as an introduction) from the small family run
Mirkmere Brewery . Mirkmere takes its name from the great Myrke
Mere, probably the last part o,f the fens to be drained, and has always
been entirely self sufficient. Once the centre o,f an Anglo-Saxon cult
worshipping th e Rat Goddess, (possibly the origin of Grendell, the
monster of Beowulf) it was subsequently given to the Norman Baron
Guilbert de Calvados and later passed into the hands of the monks of
Mirkmere Abbey . King John and his retinue stayed here the night
before he lost his jewels in the Wash, although local tradition has
an other explanation for what really happened!
Out of this introspective culture there developed a folk tradition that
included distinctive set dances for men and women which ultimately
became the Mirkmere Morris. Although the dances per se have never
caused troubles with the authorities many of the ancillary activities,
especially the Fools Day peregrinations, were seen as anti-authoritarian,
and led to the dispersal of many skilled dancers in the early 17th
century by the magistrates. These dancers and their families were, we
believe, responsible for the incorporation of many steps and figures
that originated in the Mirkmere tradition in the dances of villages where
the eventually settled. More specifically, we have documentary
evidence to suggest that the transition from "circle" dance form to
"set" dances that occurred in the border and cotswold morris about
three or four hundred years ago was driven by the influence of the
members of the Mirkmere diaspora . Fortunately, many dancers
managed to keep their heads down and remained in the fens to
continue the quiet development of the tradition in its place of origin .
The Mirkmere dances are characterised by large surging movements
covering a lot of ground. The basic stepping sequence being four single
steps, a double step, and either a hook or a foot-together-jump to
finish. Dances are for either six or eight performers and include both
stick and hankie dances with one utilising both. Examples from the
repertoire are the Mirkmere Processional, the Rat Dance (traditionally
performed on the morning of rush-punt day to symbolically rid the
holds of the fenland cargo punts of their inevitable population of rats),
Down the Drain (drains, on the fens, being ditches or canals), Fenland
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Mary, Lost in the Rounds (a stick dance w ith frequent set
reorientation), the Muddy Boot Dance, the Old Queen's a Delight, and
several others, including My Lord the Earl of Mirkm ere's Jig for two
extremely energetic dancers.
For generations the leadership of the team has been in t he purlieu of
the Fuddle fam ily, owners of the Mirkmere Brewery. The current Squire
is Albert Fuddle, son of old Fred, the last surviving (if we discount
Ch arlie Nipperkin) member of the 'old' side that fell victim to a terrible
fate in the mid- 1930' s leading t o a lengthy hiatus of some fifty years
in morris performances in the village before the reformation of the side
about 1986. The Mirkmere Morris are not at all possessive about their
dances and are only too happy for other teams to perform them. A
small number are in the repertoires of their neighbours, the Fenstanton
Morris, and it is known that former members of that team have taken
them to Canada where, it is rumoured, more than one side have looked
at them with a view to performance. Notation is available for those
who may be interested - a complete illustrated history of Mirkmere
comes with it! These dances are the real thing, this is where it all
started. Without the Mirkmen (and women) of old there would not he
any morris dancing in the world today and then what would we do in
our free time?
So, a suggestion from the old country, a plea even. America has been
Europeanised for some centuries and surely some morris dancers will
have been in the first wave of settlers. Did they only chase turkeys for
entertainment when they got of the Mayflower? Three hundred y ears
or so of dancing must make the indigenous morris "traditional" by now
- if only your antiquarians could find the documentary evidence to
support the facts that are embedded in your memories. It is simply a
process of absorbing yourselves into the culture and social history of
your chosen village or town and, "remembering" how the old folk used
to dance. Bring it back to life - give the new morris a sense of place.
Have fun .
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The Midway Processional
A Cotswold-m orris processional done in the style of Fieldtow n .
By Ted Hodapp
Tune: Symphony and Fanfare for the Kino's Supper, by Jean-Joseph
Mouret (also known as t he introduction to "Ma sterpiece Theater")
Formation : A double line of dancers facin g f orward in the line of travel.
The Dance:
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2 dou ble steps moving forward.
3-4 Galley out and around 1360' t urn - away from partner); feet
together, jump (standard tag) .
5-6 2 double steps moving forward.
7 -8 4 plain capers moving forward.
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2 side-steps . First side-step is away from your partner, moving
forward; the second is toward with the dancers turning around
to face down on this step . Dancers should turn in the direction
their hand is leading them, i.e ., the odd side turns right (CW)
and the even side turns left (CCW).
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Standard Fieldtown tag moving backwards, but still in the line
of travel. Feet together jump on 7-8 should be a jump-turn to
face forward again . The direction of turn for the jump is CW
for the odd side, and CCW for the even side (i.e., turn is in the
direction you we re turn ing during the side-steps) .
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Notes:
') The dance should end during t he A music (at measure 8 or 16) .
2) Hankies during the capers should be low waves (around and up
in front). This point is not set in stone, and 'down-up' hankies work
well too .
Ted Hodapp is squire of Vorpal Sword (MN) .
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High Tea
The New Saint George
review by Stephen Nash

This is certain ly an eclectic CD. The liner notes mention " the sounds of
a bygone Britain .. . around strains of M otown, bossa,funk, and
progressive rock ." But this description leaves out (in my count) at least
another half-dozen influences, such as the sounds of the Indian sitar
and kanjira bells, and the harmonic and rhythmic effects of new-age
instrumentals . The album is based (mostly) on British folk tunes,
overlaid with exotic instruments, and modern electric sounds. It might
have been a jumble, but it's not. Instead, it expands and reinforces the
power of these traditional tunes without diminishing their original force,
and without distorting their many virtues . The New Saint George have
found up-to-date ways to explore this material and illuminate its moods
and meanings without sacrificing its original charms.
The album is refreshing to listen to from start to finish. Each track has
its own distinctive introduction that sets a mood in seconds. The
op·ening of " Bransle Gay" might be taken from a early-music album ,
with its use of recorders, shawms, and tambourine, although it soon
devel.ops into a richer mix. The next track starts a capella, the next
with a spare piano accompaniment. Tempos and moods vary, and there
is a mix of vocal and instrumental numbers. One track made me think
"switched-on Playford" while another reminded me of something by
J udy Collins . And there is a percussion intro that reminded me of Paul
Simon's recent work.
From all that I say it might seem that The New Saint George have just
rummaged through the techniques of modern popular music to pull
together ideas for this album. That impression would be false. The
modern ideas suit the songs to which they are applied. And the number
of modern ideas applied to any particular song is limited, so that each
is distinctive and listenable. I found myself listening to this music in
several different ways at the same time : to the underlying folk material,
to the more exotic effects used to freshen it, and to the cross-talk
betw een the two approaches that deepened the meaning of the lyrics
and deepened the mood of the works.
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This isn't an album for purists, but the open -minded w ill fin d a great
deal to learn from and enjoy. (One drawback for readers of this
publication: I don't think that you could morris dance to it - despite
the "caper" section on track 4.)
Here is some factual information: Most of the arrangements are by
Jennifer Cutting (who also plays keyboard-type instruments), and they
are splendid. Lisa Moscatiello's singing is wonderful. The instrumental
work (by Cutting, Juan Dudley on percussion, Rico Petruccelli on bass,
Bob Hitchcock on guitars and mandolin, plus some guest artists) is
solid. The CD is well engineered . There are 12 tracks, and about 46
minutes of music. The CD is published by FolkEra (catalog number FE
1415CD) .
(Stephen Nash at various times has been squire, foreman, and musician for Bluemont
Morris (VA), musician for Shepardstown North West Morris (WV), and has written
exciting dances for both teams. - editors note)

IT
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Reviews in the American Morris Newsletter
If you are interested in having your morris-related recording or
publication reviewed in the American Morris Newsletter, please send
a copy to the editors. Reviews will be published on a time, space, and
reviewer-meeting-deadlines basis.
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First Texan Morris Ale
Being the only outsiders shambolically invited to the ale, the Admiral
and myself [the lone bottom) fle w to Houston for this 'first all-state Texan
M orris Ale. It was to be quite an event, with teams from Texas !check
your local AMN Directory of Sides for a listing of all the teams) and HeWs Bottom
from Ta ko ma Park [in the tiny state of Maryland) . Shambles M orri's had seen
Hell's Bottom perform [i did not say dance) in Toronto at the Green Fiddle
Ale and in their polite Texas manner [ya'il come, ya hear now) had extended
their han d to us to attend their ale. Probably expecting tha,t we would
never drive t he 27 hours from DC to TX for a weekend of unknown
dancing at t he even more unknown Lone Pine Dance Camp [just outside
of Austin, the Capital, you know). However, the Admiral, besides
co mmanding a full fleet of Land Rovers, has connections with
Northwest Airlines and arranged for their sponsorship of one musician
and one dancer to attend this ale. After much faxing and e-mailin g, and
with the blessings of the National Park Service, Hell's Bottom appeared
in Texas. As the first to arrive at camp with our shambling ride [they
know who they are and we appreciated the tour down Rt. 71 J. four hours ahead of
the beer and the food, we went to the local Chinese restaurant in
Bastrop, where our young waitress informed us she was joining the air
force because she just couldn't wait to get out of this town. Still I'd
seen no oil derricks, armadillos, Cowboy boots or hats, nothing but
Texas Tags .
We all know that Texas shindigs are the biggest and best [this was the
biggest ale in Texas]. I won't go into the fine dancing that Austin was
exposed to during and after the loss of Texas U to Texas A & M .
However one of HB's was a bit nervous dancing in town as major
portions of his kit were the same color as Texas A & M's [the team that
kicked UT's bottom that day). Fortunately, the locals did not pick up on this
little subtlety during tour. A nd what a tour! [more laterl. For you people
from New England, probably the only ones who really read this
newsletter, the Lone Pine Camp could be considered a miniature
version of Pine Woods [no long, short, square, or round ponds) with just
smaller pine trees, strange looking live oaks, and fire ants, touring with
mosquitos, just waiting around every hook leg .
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The description of the camp as Bells and Brimstone did not become
clear to me until the first morning [at 6:30 before the sun was up) when MoH
(Men of Houston) took showers {apparently an MoH Ritual?}. Does sulphur
dioxide mean anything to you? Well that's the same smell as rotten
eggs, and that's w hat comes out of the hot water in the shower and
immediately fills your sleeping space up. If you find your team going
there next year which I would recommend, bunk in the cab in with the
- breakfast has just started - showers.
This review wouldn't be complete without a mention of the Amarillo (or
was it Armadillo? .. ..or Amaretto? .. . ) Bromley Longhorn Dance - all I
can say is it was utterly delightful. The Steers, should not they have
been Bulls? [real Texans know the difference between bulls and steers)' and the
trombone was a nice touch. Hats off to Wendy and Mark who did a
great job with the food - I'll bet she doesn 't volunteer for that job
again. And remember "I not in charge."
Great tour - Amy's ice cream, the Waterloo brewery, and the Treaty
Oak. Now my question is, how many native Texans are on the teams,
and how many want to move out of Texas. Remember the Texas Star,
the best late night bunkhouse figure [Hands three, left, or right)?
The Lone Bottom
Hell's Bottom Morris, Takoma Park, M D
PMS {Post Morris Script} HBM& S also danced in Toronto on May Day, at
the Quail Ale, the Green Fiddle Morris Ale, at a BFMS dance, several
elementary schools, and at Ashokan Western and Swing week
performed the world first duet (?) for Cello and Fool.

lOr. Suess asked: 'Who was that masked many, anyway?.. .. .... editor's note)
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ANN OUNCEMENT:

TEAM NEWS

Scarborough Fayre Worldwide M orris Dance Festival 1999
(A Festival for Men's. Women's, Children's or Mixed Gender Teams)

In Memoriam

To all Morris, Clog, Step, Garland, and Sword Dancers Worldwide:

It is with great sadness that I report the death of Ed Mason,
longtime member of Pinewoods Morris Men and of the Westerly IRI)
Morris Men. He died on October 27, 1994, after a long battle with
cancer. There was a memorial service November 5, 1994, at
Manning Chapel of Brown University. The family requests that
donations in his name be given to Pinewoods Camp (80 Cornish
Field Road, Plymouth, M A 02360), or to the American Friends
Service Committee (1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102).
or t o Hospice VNA (145 Waterman Street, Providence, RI 02906).
Peter Masters
Newtowne Morris Men

Ale Announcement
The Madison and Ann Arbor teams have reached an agreement that
the 1996 Midwest Ale will be in Michigan and not in Wisconsin.
Ann Arbor will be the host team, but the campground will probably
not be in Ann Arbor.
Peggy Gerber
Ann Arbor
313-662-9218

1. Date: May 29 to June 6, 1999
2. A warm-hearted welcome to all - families or singles most welcome.
3. Over 1000 teams invited worldwide.
4 . Come for the 1st weekend, 7 days, 2nd weekend or the Full Monty 9 daysll
5 . Costs etc, to follow when you have replied (gives time to sort them out).
6. We are giving you years to Dance Out and collect money to help pay your
way.
7 . The only Morris Dance Festival to last more than a weekend.
(ed . note: this is not actually true - note the now-defunct 5 Day
Wonder once held by Hearts of Oak)
8. It is in the English School Holidays.
(ed. note: does this coincide with Memorial Day weekend that year])
9. 5 Star Camping and Caravan site (over 400 units accommodated) with
adjacent pub, restaurant and children's play area.
10. Bed and Breakfast or Hotel accommodation will be at extra cost - plenty
to suit your own taste in the area.
11.
Same format as for the traditional weekend festival (camping,
caravanning, Saturday Dance-outs, Saturday night Ceilidh for 1000 plus other
gigs - Sunday Dance-out on Sea Front with procession form Lifeboat Station
to Spa. Massed dance display - Dorset four-hand reel - on South Bay Beach).
12. Grande Finale Sunday June 6, Morris procession with Open Air Concert.
13. If you know any Morris teams who did not receive notice of this event,
please feel free to inform them.
14. Your suggestions/ideas for the 5 day period between the weekends will
be appreciated .
15 . Children under 14 years free.
for Yorkshire Coast Morris:

Gordon Crowther
89 Throxenby Lane
Scarborough, Y012 5RE
North Yorkshire, ENGLAND
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FROM ENGLAND

u u
The Contemporary Dangers of Buskin g
When dancing in public spaces, there is always the possibility of being
forced to stop because of some law on the books about gathering or
seeking donations in public. The letter from Open Morris, excerpted
below, shows that thi ngs can always be worse than we think!
" The Charities Act 1992 received the Royal Assent on 16th March
1992, but Part III which deals with Public Charitable Collections has
not yet come into force.
Consultation documents have been issued which indicate that the draft
reg ulations, if allowed to come into force in their present form, could
cause serious problems to all Morris teams collecting both in public
places and on private property which allows access to the general
public.
In simple terms: passing the hat round on a pub forecourt/carpark
without having a permit could result in a fine of £2,500. Applications
for permits must be made between one and six months before the
specified collection! Permission from the owner/landlord etc., to collect
will not be considered a suitable defence.
The only exception to this regulation which may apply to Morris teams
is if the collection is made in the course of a public meeting .

Noel H ill Irish
Concertina School
Intensive instruction
from Ireland's master
player Noel Hill,
open to students at all
levels. 1996 classes
will be Sept. 15-20
at the scenic Bucksteep Manor in
Western Mass. (site ofthe
Northeast Squeeze-In, Sept. 20-22)
For information contact
Toby Koosman c/o Jubilee Comm. Arts,
1538 Laurel Ave., Knoxville, TN 37916
423-525-5911 tkoosman@utkux.utk.edu
http://funnelweb. utcc.utk.edu/-tkoosman
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